This fund has been created by three friends to honor and support Nancy and the Textiles and Apparel program at UT Austin. Guided by the School of Human Ecology within the College of Natural Sciences, the funds distributed from the endowment shall be used to support experiential learning programs in the Division of Textiles and Apparel, with priority for programs in merchandising. Uses may include, but are not limited to, summer research fellowships, UT in NYC, travel awards, and conferences.

"The apparel industry is never going away—it’s an important piece of the fabric of our world."

*Nancy B. Prideaux ‘81 Associate Professor of Instruction*

Ms. Prideaux worked directly with the Retail Merchandising Internship Program, placing and supervising senior students completing the academic field experience sequence during their senior year. She served as the program director for our UT in NYC Seminar and Conference and worked directly with the legendary Iris Apfel. UT in NYC is one of the extraordinary undergraduate experiential learning opportunities provided in the School of Human Ecology.

"I had an incredible internship; Nancy Prideaux was extremely helpful in helping me find an opportunity that fits my goals."

*Amanda Read Moore, ‘05, Lidl U.S., Alexandria, VA*

What starts at The University of Texas at Austin changes the world. Join us to honor a true Longhorn trailblazer and make a gift to the Nancy Prideaux Endowed Excellence Fund.

**Science-Based. Human-Focused.**
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